**Music**

*New!*

**IT’S DE-PORTER**  
FEE: $60  
Travel through the life of composer Cole Porter via photos, video clips, memorable movie scenes, and recordings of his fabulous songs. Each session will cover a decade of Porter’s life: his expatriate years in the 1920s; the king of Broadway in the ’30s; his greatest triumph of the ’40s, *Kiss Me, Kate*; and the ’50s, his last productive decade. Instructor **Charles Troy** is a graphic designer and former theater lyricist who researches, writes, and designs presentations on the legends of Broadway.  
*MUS S48-91, OC/SK, 4 Wed., 6/3-6/24, 10-11:30 am*  
**CRN 50400**

*New!*

**WHO WROTE THAT? IT MIGHT SURPRISE YOU!**  
FEE: $70  
Join music researcher and composer **Jim Kendros** to explore some uncharacteristic works of the immortal masters, music that departs dramatically from the composers’ signature works. Take a guess at which work belongs to whom; you may be surprised! Each session features an equally surprising anecdote about the composer.  
*MUS S49-91, OC/SK, 4 Wed., 7/8-7/29, 10-11:30 am*  
**CRN 50401**